Development of the Gravel Pressure and Voice Synchronous Observation System and Application in Bedload Transport Measurement
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Abstract: Bedload sediment transport is critical in the natural river environmental and ecological system. It is quite challenging to measure the bedload sediment transport rate in rivers with any degree of accuracy. In this study, the authors developed the Gravel Pressure and Voice Synchronous observation system (GPVS) to estimate the bedload sediment transport rate in rivers. The core of the GPVS includes an underwater high-fidelity audio recorder and pressure sensor. The audio recorder is intended to monitor the low bedload sediment transport rate, whereas the pressure sensor is utilized to detect relatively substantial bedload sediment transport. The GPVS is tested by running flume experiments with natural gravel to evaluate the system’s reliability and feasibility. Results reveal that the GPVS has a very high sensitivity for detecting bedload transport. When the bedload sediment transport rate is relatively low, the audio recorder can measure it quantitatively, showing that the system is not impacted by ambient noise.
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1. Introduction

Sediment movement has a significant impact on river morphology and the aquatic environment. In some rivers, particularly mountainous rivers, bedload sediment transport is considerable. Bedload sediment transport is the act of particles rolling, sliding, and saltating [1,2]. Bedload sediment transport is affected mainly by flow hydraulics (such as flow velocity, bed slope, and water depth) and river-bed characteristics [3]. This makes bedload sediment transport have the characteristics of strong intermittent movement [4–6] and high randomness [7–9]. As a result, the reliable measurement of bedload sediment movement has long been a challenge in hydraulic engineering.

Basket sampling and trap measurements were originally used to examine bedload transport in the field, but neither one was able to capture the dynamic process of the mass transport in time and space [10–12]. As a result, numerous techniques have been developed for identifying bedload sediment transport, including tracers [13–16], optical methods, ultrasonic topography, and acoustic approaches. Radioactive particle tracking [17,18], radio-tracking techniques [19–21], magnetic tracer particles [22–24], painted particles [25], and the “Smartrock” tracer [26,27] are all examples of tracer techniques. This approach, however, has certain drawbacks. For example, the particle size range to be detected is limited, particles in motion may bury each other, recovery rates are low [28], and
certain particles may poison the aquatic environment. Furthermore, the test is costly. Using a high-definition camera, the optical approach primarily observes bedload sediment transport on the riverbed [29,30]. Thorne [31,32] applied a low-light camera and placed it about 50 cm above the ocean floor to monitor the bedload movement in order to test the effectiveness of a synchronized hydrophone operating beneath the camera to observe bedload transport. He estimated high-temporal-resolution bedload transport rates based on the video and audio signal analyses. Drake et al. [4] used a Redlake Locam camera to photograph bedload transport in Duck Creek. They obtained the bedload movement pattern after processing the images. Ancy and Pascal [33,34] measured the amount of bedload transport by using high-speed cameras. Their experimental results revealed that the measured parameters in the flume were consistent with the authors’ theoretical relationships. The experimental protocol was then adapted to a flume experiment and a gravel-bed river. Ermilov et al. [35] used underwater video to track the motion of bedload sediment in a flume. They analyzed the individual sediment particle movements as well as the distribution of the moving particle sizes by applying statistical theory and image processing techniques. In summary, although the camera method can observe bedload transport in the flow, the technique has some limitations. (1) It is only applicable to shallow rivers with little suspended content, clear river water, and large sediment particles. The camera needs important protective measures and effective lighting during the observation process. (2) The method is unable to measure the bedload transport rate in the case of a high transport rate [36]. (3) Planar video photography can only record the transport information of the surface layer, while a high-speed camera placed on the side can only record the changes in limited space [36]. Ultrasonic topography is significantly affected by the device resolution, flow conditions, and sediment concentration, which results in inaccurate measurements of bedload sediment transport, particularly in mountainous rivers. The acoustic method has the advantages of high temporal resolution and working effectively in turbidity conditions [12]. This method can also provide continuous sampling data [37]. For example, Tian et al. [38] established a mathematical model to trace gravel using a customized acoustic transmitter based on the target tracing theory of underwater sonic wave analysis. The model has been proven theoretically. However, the low time accuracy of the model and the high cost of the customized transmitter limit the application of the technology in large mountainous rivers.

Marineau, Wright, and Gaeuman [39] used the hydrophone to measure bedload sediment transport at several locations along the Trinity River, California. Krein et al. [40] used a hydrophone positioned beneath a steel plate to quantify bedload sediment transport in a small river. Bedload transport was assessed and compared with that measured using traps, which were utilized to gather bedload transport identified by hydrophone. Bedload transport was assessed and compared with that recorded utilizing traps employed to gather bedload transport identified by hydrophone. Le Guren et al. [41] observed sand bedload sediment transport in the Loire River, a mild slope river, using an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP), a hydrophone, and the dune tracking method (DTM). Their findings demonstrated that the hydrophone is more effective and precise than ADCP and DTM in measuring sandy bedload transfer. Geay et al. [37] employed hydrophones to measure bedload sediment in the Drau River in Austria. In addition to the hydrophone, they also placed 40 geophones and three slot bedload samplers along the 50 m wide observation section. The analysis of the short-time frequency response of the audio signals of bedload transport gathered by the hydrophone showed that the majority of the frequencies of the audio signals of bedload movement were concentrated at more than 1000 Hz. Simultaneously, the comparison of the hydrophone results with the geophone and slot sampler measured data demonstrated that the hydrophone and geophone signals had a clear correlation. The authors also discovered that the acoustic features of bedload movement were connected to the signal propagation effect in the river environment. Based on this, a theoretical framework for predicting the propagation of acoustic signals in the river was proposed. The application of this model to the Arc-en-Maurienne
River revealed that the audio signal affected the spectral components of the acoustic signals generated by the transported bedload. The audio signal’s propagation effect had an effect on the spectral components of the acoustic signal [42]. Furthermore, Geay et al. [43,44] utilized a hydrophone to monitor and estimate bedload transport in five French alpine rivers (with the highest flow discharge of 237 m³/s and the deepest median water depth of 2.8 m). They employed the inverse method to assess the bedload sediment size distribution based on the measurements. The hydrophone was also applied to measure bedload sediment transport at 25 locations in 14 rivers in France. From their measurements, they established the relationship between the specific bedload transport flux and the cross-section average acoustic power. Based on the measured data and analyzed results from 14 rivers, Nasr et al. [45] combined field observations from 8 rivers with the measured data to fit a power–law relationship between the bedload movement and the mean cross-section sound power. When their results were compared with the results presented by Geay et al. [44], the difference between the two was not significant (at the 95% confidence level). Nasr also suggested that the calibration curves of bedload transport and the mean cross-section sound power would fit better if all the field measurements from the two databases were combined. Nasr et al. [46] developed a model that considered the bedload movement parameters, the flow conditions, and the acoustic propagation environment. The model was tested using a field data set, and the results showed that the model was sensitive to bed sediment size distribution and to bedload movement. The inverse model based on this model produced good correlation results for estimating the sound power of the audio signals of bedload movement only in the Giffre River [47]. However, the maximum flow discharge and average water depth of these rivers are 290 m³/s and 3.6 m, respectively. As a result, their findings may not be applicable to major mountainous rivers like the Yangtze River. Despite the fact that the method has been used to quantify bedload sediment transport for decades, the technology is still in development. The measurement of bedload transport in large mountainous rivers, in particular, is currently inadequate.

The Swiss plate geophone (hereinafter referred to as SPG) is another indirect observation technique that has been used extensively for monitoring bedload sediment transport in Eurasian watersheds for many years [48–50]. However, the SPG application reveals that some variation occurs when the bedload impacts the SPG. Nicollier et al. [51] enhanced the flume test by installing baffles on the SPG plate to separate the seismic signal from the particles that impacted the plate. However, even with the isolation plate in place, the SPG system continued to record the seismic signal of particles impacting the shock plate next door. To overcome this issue, they suggested a new filtering method to separate the genuine signals of the bedload impacts from the chaotic background sound. The filtering program was used to evaluate four river field observation data sets. Results showed that the filtering method effectively reduced the disparities across the observation sites, and the calibration curves for bedload transport were computed for the four observation rivers. However, the computed calibration curves were only applicable to the four rivers stated above. A thorough examination of the SPG results in various test flumes and rivers reveals that the relationship between the distinctive parameters of the bedload transport signal and the transport mass remains very obvious across all observation stations. Antoniessa et al. [52] investigated the factors that triggered bedload transport in the Alpine Basin. They quantified the contribution of rainfall and snowmelt to bedload transport based on five consecutive years of hydrological and bedload transport measurements in the Alpine Basin monitored by the SPG system (2016–2020). Their results showed that high-intensity rainfall and snowmelt played a significant role in bedload transport. Based on bedload transport signals collected from three field sites and a flume test, Rickenmann et al. [53] compared the performance of the SPG system with that of the acceleration impact plate (GP-Acc), the miniature acceleration plate (MPA), and the Japanese pipe microphone (JPM). The comparison showed that the signal of the geophone was more stable
than the signal of the accelerometer sensor. Because of the advantages of geophones, accelerometers, and underwater microphones, the SPG can be applied to a broader range of observation environments. Based on the observed data, it may generate a relationship between the number of pulses measured and the bedload transferred mass, as well as identifying the size of pebble grains.

In this research, the gravel pressure and voice synchronous observation system (GPVS) is developed and utilized to monitor and detect gravel sediment transport continuously based on an analysis of the peak frequency, pitch frequency, and energy eigenvector of the gravel movement [54]. The results from the flume trials are used to validate the system. In the case of strong bedload sediment transport, pressure sensor signals are processed to determine the average gravel bedload transport rate across the measurement duration. When bedload transport is weak, acoustic signals provide an assessment of the rate of bedload transport. The verified technology will be used to estimate bedload sediment transport in the Yangtze River’s upper reaches (in another communication).

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Instrument Design

The upper steel plate is the contact plane of the system. Figure 1 depicts a photograph of the GPVS. The dimensions of the system are 11 cm in height and 60 × 60 cm² on the surface plane. The cores of the GPVS are the underwater high-fidelity audio recorder and pressure sensor. The audio recorder is a waterproof pickup that is enclosed in a metal box attached to the upper plate’s bottom. The sonic-sensitive part is closely attached to the inner wall of the metal box so that the audio recorder can only collect and detect the metal plate vibration sound caused by gravel movement. During the experiment, there is no audio signal other than the sound produced by the gravel movement. This substantially overcomes the problem of the gravel-movement-generated sound being drowned out by ambient sound, reducing the burden of post-data processing greatly. A cantilever framework supports the pressure sensor. As illustrated in Figure 1, there are four pressure sensors positioned at the four corners and screwed to the metal plate. The strain gauge, which is mounted within the pressure sensor, is utilized to reflect the pressure generated by the deformation caused by gravel movement. The soft waterproofing is employed to ensure the strain gauge’s sensitivity.

![Figure 1. Schematical diagram of GPVS. (a) Location of pressure sensor; (b) arrangement of elements of the system; and (c) cover of GPVS.](image-url)
The GPVS uses coupling pressure and acoustic measuring technology to achieve remote, real-time monitoring of gravel movement. The system is set up on the surface of the riverbed. The pressure and audio signals are sent to the PC’s storage via wires. The gravel movement is determined by analyzing the collected data. The GPVS offers the advantages of function even when buried, easy recovery, and numerous configurations along the river length. This allows for repeated usage of the system and simple maintenance, as well as good monitoring of the space distribution of the gravel movement.

The features of the system are that, when the gravel movement is weak, the sole pressure method has limited accuracy, and the gravel movement is mostly monitored by recording the auditory signals generated by the collision of the gravel movement. When the gravel movement is strong and the audio signal analysis is impractical due to the enormous bedload particles, the pressure system is utilized to detect the gravel movement by monitoring the pressure fluctuation caused by the gravel movement.

2.2. Testing the Effectiveness of the Pressure System

The flume used to test the effectiveness of the pressure system is 70 m long, 1 m wide, and 2 m high, with a horizontal slope (i.e., zero slope) in the National Engineering Centre for the Inland Waterway Regulation at Chongqing Jiaotong University. The flume is supported by a steel framework, with toughened glass side walls and a flume bed.

2.2.1. Effect of Weight Position

The purpose of this testing is to demonstrate the reliability of GPVS pressure data as well as the correlation between pressure data and gravel movement. In the testing, four non-submersion arrangements are devised to represent the probable position of the GPVS on the gravel bed in the field: flat, 100 diagonal tilt, 100 opposite side tilt, and 180° overturn.

To test the effect of the weight position (modeling the gravel movement) on the measured pressure, the upper steel plate is divided into 9 zones, denoted as Pij (i, j = 1, 2, 3), as shown in Figure 2. The weight at Pij has the same effect as the weight at Pji in Figure 2, implying that the weight will be applied only at six different locations. A total of six weights are evaluated in the experiment: 2 kg, 3 kg, 5 kg, 8 kg, 12 kg, and 20 kg. The correlation between gravel movement and GPVS pressure data is explored by placing gravel of varying weights in six zones for each GPVS arrangement on the bed. There are 6 gravel weights and 6 gravel placements on the upper steel plate for each GPVS setup, yielding 36 possibilities. For each case, pressure data is gathered. Furthermore, the testing time is 5 minutes to ensure the correctness of the obtained data, and the steadiest data are used for analysis.

Figure 2. Schematical diagram of the location of weights.
2.2.2. Effect of Water Depth

The purpose of this test is to see whether the pressure data acquired by GPVS are affected by the water level. In other words, the test is carried out to determine if the variance in recorded pressure is only due to variations in gravel weights. Confirmation of this is critical for the system’s dependability in the field.

To this end, six flow discharges are tested: 50 L/s, 150 L/s, 250 L/s, 350 L/s, 450 L/s, and 550 L/s. The surface of the GPVS is flush with the gravel bed, as shown in Figure 3. The flow discharge gradually increases to the prescribed flow discharge during the experiment. This is accomplished by adjusting the gate positioned at the flume’s end. After the water depth has remained constant for an extended period, the corresponding water depth is measured. Each experimental run lasts 30 minutes. When the flow achieves a steady state, the water depth is observed.

![Figure 3. Layout of the GPVS in the pressure test.](image)

2.2.3. Gravel Movement Experiment Procedure

The experiment makes use of natural gravel particles with a diameter between 15 and 50 mm. To ensure active gravel movement at the experimental flow rates, gravel particles are laid on the flume bottom to provide a uniform bed slope of 1%.

The surface of the GPVS is flush with the gravel bed (Figure 3). The same gravel components and bed slope are used in three different flow discharge experiments of 200 L/s, 400 L/s, and 600 L/s. For each flow rate, five groups of tests are run. To obtain the predetermined value for each flow condition, the flow rate is progressively increased. Once the flow reaches a steady state, the measurement is taken for roughly 30 min. When the experiment is finished, the water flow is turned off, and the gravel on the GPVS’s surface is collected and weighed. The accuracy of the GPVS is then further investigated by comparing the weighted gravel with the most recent pressure data. The pressure data have been converted to mass value in the study for the purpose of presenting results for comparison.

The experimental run is repeated for the above three flow discharges. The gravel that passes the device during the experimental run is collected in a bedload trap that is built downstream of the GPVS. This trap is 0.6 m in width and 0.2 m in length (along the water’s flow). To enable quick retrieval of gravel samples, the trap is made of a liftable metal mesh. The GPVS test results are then compared with the mass of gravel recovered in the retention pond to verify the GPVS’s accuracy and reliability.

2.3. Acoustic Method Experiments

The acoustic technique experiment is carried out in a 28-meter-long, 0.7-meter-wide, and 0.7-meter-high tilting flume, as illustrated in Figure 4. The entrance length is 3 m, followed by a 10 m adjustment section to ensure that the flow is fully developed in the 12
m measurement section. The flume can be tilted between 0.1% and 0.7%, and the flow discharge can reach 125 L/s, with an error of ±0.1 L/s. The water level is measured using the ultrasonic gauge, which has a measurement range of 0.1–1 m and an error of less than 0.2 mm. The natural gravel particles in the Yangtze River’s upstream reach are chosen for the test. Gravel particles with a diameter of 10–12 mm (with a medium size of 11 mm) are employed in the test, based on the flow discharge range. At the start, the flume bed is set to zero degrees. The flume is then filled with gravel particles, with the gravel in the last 1 m segment being consolidated. The GPVS is placed 1 m upstream of the end of the experimental section. The surface of the GPVS is at the same level as the gravel bed surface and placed with a small hole facing downstream. This hole is used to connect data cables and electric wires to the PC. To avoid disrupting the flow field, the cable and wire are buried in the gravel bed. A bedload trap 0.6 m wide and 0.4 m long (in the flow direction) is placed one meter downstream of the GPVS to catch particles. The flume bed is adjusted to 0.6% once the gravel bed is consolidated.

Figure 4. The plan view of the flume setup.

A video camera is positioned just above the GPVS to record the gravel moving through it. The gravel transport rate can be determined using video data and compared with the value obtained using GPVS acoustic signals. The test uses three flow rates of 60 L/s, 70 L/s, and 80 L/s to ensure gravel movement. After the flow achieves a steady state, the measuring time is around 30 minutes.

3. Results

This section provides a concise and precise description and explanation of the experimental results. Some experimental conclusions are drawn from the analysis.

3.1. Effectiveness of the Pressure Method

This section is to investigate the reliability of the GPVS and the relationship between the recorded pressure signal using the GPVS and the average gravel transport mass.

3.1.1. Effect of the Weight Position on the Measured Pressure

This section is to evaluate the reliability of the GPVS by comparing the analyzed results of the recorded pressure signal with the known gravel weight imposed. Figure 5 depicts the pressure computed from GPVS pressure signals for various gravel weights. It is found that, for the same GPVS placement status, gravel placement has an insignificant effect on the pressure. Figure 5a–d show that, for the same gravel weight (representing the force acting by passing gravel), there is little change in the predicted pressure from GPVS signals for different GPVS placements. Figure 5 further shows that the pressure
estimated using the GPVS signal coincides well with the gravel-weight-induced force applied to the GPVS. The relative errors between the actual gravel-induced force and the projected pressure from the GPVS signals are shown in Table 1, indicating a very good agreement between the two. This confirms the GPVS’s dependability and precision in monitoring pressure generated by force acting on it.

![Figure 5](image)

**Figure 5.** Variation of the estimated pressure with gravel weight placed at various status: (a) flat; (b) diagonal tiling (10°); (c) opposite side tiling (10°); and (d) overturning.

**Table 1.** Results of different methods of measuring gravel transport mass (600 L/S).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GPVS</td>
<td>24.78 kg</td>
<td>30.92 kg</td>
<td>28.63 kg</td>
<td>21.94 kg</td>
<td>26.32 kg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bedload trap</td>
<td>25.98 kg</td>
<td>32.05 kg</td>
<td>29.87 kg</td>
<td>22.63 kg</td>
<td>28.74 kg</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.2. Effect of Water Depth on Pressure

This section investigates whether the water depth affects the GPVS signal. To this end, six water depths are tested without any gravel on the GPVS. The results are plotted in Figure 6. It is seen that the water depth has an insignificant effect on the pressure, though some small pressure oscillations appear from time to time. This results indicate that the GPVS measurement is independent of water depth, implying that the GPVS can be utilized in the field to monitor and measure gravel transport.
3.1.3. Gravel Transport Mass

This section is to measure the bedload transport mass and to examine whether the measured bedload mass using the GPVS increases when the bedload on the GPVS increases. To this end, a gate is installed at the end of the flume and can be adjusted during the experiment to ensure that the bedload on the GPVS gradually increases with time. Because the sediment is taken from the upper reach of the Yangtze River and has a wide grain size distribution, ranging from 1 cm to 15 cm, it is difficult to find a suitable threshold velocity or critical shield. Therefore, a simple method is adopted by starting the test with a low flow rate (200 L/s) and increasing it to 400 L/s to observe bedload transport. The observation of these two tests shows that, under these two flow discharges, little or no bedload is transported and the mass of moving gravel measured by GPVS fluctuates around 0, as shown in Figure 7. When the flow discharge reaches 600 L/s, gravel gradually accumulates on the GPVS plate, causing the measured value of the GPVS to rise. Figure 8 shows that, for a flow discharge of 600 L/s, the measured gravel mass by the GPVS increases with time and then reaches a quasi-constant value, indicating that the mass of gravel entering the plate of the GPVS and exiting the plate of the GPVS in a short period of time is virtually the same. Because there is a large amount of gravel movement at only 600 L/s flow discharge, the following analysis and discussion focus on 600 L/s.

![Figure 7. Photograph of bedload particles in motion.](image-url)
Figure 8. Temporal variation of the measured gravel mass by the GPVS with flow discharge.

Based on the above analysis, the calculated pressure using the recorded acoustic signals of the GPVS can be used to estimate the gravel transport mass. Defining $T_i$ and $T_{i+1}$ as the adjacent recording times, and the corresponding pressures as $X_i$ and $X_{i+1}$, the gravel mass passing the GPVS is then calculated as:

$$M_i = \frac{|X_{i+1} - X_i|}{g},$$

where $g$ is the gravity acceleration; and $i$ is $i$th observation. The total mass of transported gravel will be:

$$M = \sum_{i=1}^{n} M_i,$$

where $n$ is the total number of recordings.

The mass of five groups of pebbles measured by the GPVS and a sand pit under the 600 L/s water flow condition is calculated using the above approach. Table 1 shows that the mass of gravel collected by the downstream bedload trap is slightly greater than that measured by the GPVS. The difference in the mass of moving bedload sediments estimated by the two approaches ranges from 3% to 8%. The main reason is perhaps because the trap is placed one meter downstream of the GPVS, and as such, there is a one-meter gravel flume bed between them. Under the condition of no sediment input from the upstream inlet, this one-meter gravel bed makes an additional contribution towards the gravel collected by the bedload trap downstream of the GPVS. Eventually, this leads to a slightly larger bedload mass measured by the trap than by the GPVS.

In summary, the calculation of gravel transport using the GPVS can reflect the gravel transport mass for a period to some extent. This indicates that the developed GPVS has potential application in the field.

3.2. Gravel Transport Rate Analysis Using the Acoustic Method

3.2.1. Statistical Analysis of Gravel Transport Mass

- Period of single gravel particle travel

The GPVS records the sound of gravel passing (rolling) through the metal plate. Analyzing the acoustic signals yields the duration of the gravel crossing the plate. Figure 9 depicts a typical time recording for a single gravel particle rolling through the GPVS. The analysis results for 1000 samplings for the three flow discharges examined are shown in
Figure 10. The average duration for a single gravel particle traversing the GPVS is shown in Table 2, which shows that it decreases with increasing flow discharge.

![Figure 10](image)

**Figure 9.** Duration of a single particle motion on the GPVS.

**Figure 10.** Distribution of the movement time of the bedload under three flow discharges.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow Discharge (L/s)</th>
<th>Time (s)</th>
<th>Average Time (s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.21-1.96</td>
<td>1.568</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>1.01-1.53</td>
<td>1.263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>0.81-1.19</td>
<td>1.013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Comparison of signal characteristics of a single gravel particle and multiple gravel particles.

Figure 11 depicts a comparison of acoustic signals recorded for a single gravel particle and multiple gravel particles. Figure 11a shows that, when only one particle travels through the GPVS, the acoustic signal is simple, and the time intervals between two impacts are clear. The acoustic signal is more complicated in the event of multiple particles and reveals more impacts occurring at shorter time intervals, as shown in Figure 11b,c.
The difference in acoustic signals between a single particle and multiple particles could be utilized to determine the number of particles traveling through the GPVS. These authors’ method [54] will be used to calculate the number of particles that travel through the GPVS.

![Acoustic waveforms of moving gravel with different particle counts.](image)

**Figure 11.** Raw acoustic waveforms of moving gravel with different particle counts.

### 3.2.2. Gravel Transport Rate

The gravel transport rate per unit width is the gravel mass passing a river cross-section per unit time per unit width:

\[
q_s = \frac{nm}{bt},
\]

where \(b\) is the width of the GPVS (m); \(n\) is the gravel particle number passing the GPVS during time \(t\); \(t\) is the transport period (s); and \(m\) is the mass of a single gravel particle (kg). In the experiment, natural gravel with D50 = 11 mm is used in the test.

Figure 12 compares the gravel particle numbers moving through the GPVS using data from direct observation of the audio and acoustic signals. The gravel particle counts computed using GPVS acoustic signals agree well with the direct count from the audio recording. The gravel transport rate can be approximated using the above equation to be 0.1 g/(s·m), 0.25 g/(s·m), and 0.85 g/(s·m) for flow discharges of 60 L/s, 70 L/s, and 80 L/s, respectively.
Figure 12. Identification results of different methods under three flow conditions.

4. Discussion

It is known that the peak frequency of the sediment particles impacting with each other or the acoustic device relates to the sediment particle size. From the laboratory experiments, Thorne [55–57] proposed the following equation, which links the peak frequency of the particles’ inter-collision and the sediment size distribution:

\[ f_{\text{peak}} = \frac{224}{D^{0.9}}, \]  

where \( D \) is the particle size in meters. The computed peak frequency of particle instrument collisions with a size of 0.011 m using this equation is around 13,000 Hz. The peak frequency of the gravel particles of 0.011 m impacting on the GPVS in our experiment is around 600–8300 Hz, which is much lower than that given by Equation (4). One possible explanation is that the peak frequency in this study is the frequency of particles impacting on the measurement device (i.e., the GPVS), whereas the peak frequency estimated from the above equation is the frequency of particle instrument collisions, which could be much higher than the frequency of particles impacting on the device. Furthermore, previous studies reveal that the signal frequency of the particle’s movement has a fairly large range. For example, Bassett et al. [5] observed bedload sediment transport by placing a hydrophone in a tidal stream. They found that the analysis of the acoustic signals showed that the peak frequency was in the wide range of 4000 Hz to 20,000 Hz for moving particles whose sizes ranged from 4 mm to 170 mm. While the field observation carried out by Geay et al. [37] in the Alpine Drau River with large gravel showed that the bedload acoustic signals had a frequency between 1000 Hz and 60,000 Hz. This illustrates that the peak frequency indicating the inter-collision of sediment particles (or impact on the measurement apparatus) has a very wide range.

In fact, the frequency of the recorded acoustic signals from gravel movement is controlled by a number of factors, including gravel particle size and distribution, riverbed conditions, flow conditions, gravel movement patterns, and so on. As no theoretical expression for estimating bedload transport rates from hydrophone measurements has been developed, only the calibration approach has been used so far.
5. Conclusions

The GPVS system for monitoring gravel movement has been developed in this research. The system is validated by conducting laboratory flume experiments using natural gravel. The experimental results confirm the feasibility and efficacy of the GPVS in determining gravel movement and transport. Furthermore, the acoustic approach has been shown to predict the gravel transport rate rather accurately. This study leads to the following conclusions:

The GPVS is very sensitive to the sound generated by passing gravel and is not sensitive to ambient noise. This is especially advantageous because it eliminates the problem of ambient noise interference that most current acoustic systems have. Meanwhile, a developed GPVS can appropriately monitor the real-time gravel movement. Furthermore, using the collected acoustic signals, the GPVS can produce a relatively accurate quantitative estimation of the gravel transport rate.

The GPVS can reliably monitor total pressure regardless of where it is installed or what the GPVS panel position is, and wherever gravel is piled up. The results reveal that the GPVS measurements are independent of water depth, indicating that GPVS pressure data are primarily caused by gravel movement.

The acoustic approach can properly determine the gravel transport rate for weak gravel transport. For heavy gravel transport, the accuracy of this method decreases, and the pressure method will be used in this situation.

Due to the experimental flume’s restrictions, only a single gravel size is tested under steady and uniform flow conditions to assess the accuracy of the acoustic signal collected by the GPVS. Further study is required for cases with strong gravel transport and graded sediments in order to improve the system.
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